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REPORT TO COUNCIL

SUBJECT
Report on Illegal Street Racing and Sideshow Activity [Council Pillar: Deliver and Enhance High
Quality Efficient Services and Infrastructure]

BACKGROUND
On April 9, 2019, the City Council considered a request for the review and evaluation of illegal street
racing and sideshow activity in the City of Santa Clara.  Direction was given to the City Manager to
conduct an analysis of the problem and return to City Council with proposed measures to curtail
activity including the possible adoption of a new City ordinance.  In addition, the Council requested
that the Police Department focus on the prevention of illegal activity to the extent existing resources
allowed and authorized the City Manager to provide resources as necessary to address the issue.

On April 25, 2019, the City Manager’s Office initiated a Statement of Qualifications process to retain a
consultant to conduct the analysis of illegal street racing and sideshow activity. The City entered into
an agreement with Matrix Consulting Group for these services on June 21, 2019.

At the February 25, 2020 City Council meeting, Matrix Consulting Group will provide Council with an
overview of their findings and recommendations for consideration.  Their final written report is
enclosed as Attachment 1.  Staff has reviewed the consultant’s recommendations and prepared this
report for the purpose of providing Council with staff’s analysis on the feasibility of implementing the
consultant’s recommendations in the City of Santa Clara.

DISCUSSION

Study Methodology and Findings

Matrix Consulting Group conducted an assessment of current street racing and sideshow activity in
Santa Clara utilizing a number of different approaches including an analysis of the City’s CAD data,
on-site interviews with business owners in impacted areas, an online community survey and best
practice research.

CAD data - A review of CAD data for the period January 1 through June 30, 2019 was conducted.
This data showed a total of 73 calls for service considered to fit the definition of illegal street racing
(and reckless driving).  Most of the activity occurred between the hours of 2 p.m. and 1 a.m., with the
heaviest concentration of calls occurring on Sunday (28% of calls occurring on that day). The CAD
data also showed that while illegal street racing is occurring citywide, there are two areas of
concentrated activity:  1) Tasman/Lafayette and 2) El Camino Real & Lawrence Expressway.

On-site Interviews - In person surveys were also conducted in the two areas of concentrated activity.
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A total of 39 interviews were conducted.  Key themes from this input method were:  1) Several
businesses in the area of Tasman/Lafayette stated they were more impacted by events at Levi’s
stadium;  and  2) Businesses in this area reported seeing illegal street racing/sideshow activity on the
weekends with activity occurring on a regular basis at the intersections of Lafayette Street and Calle
de Luna and Lafayette and Calle del Mundo.  While onsite, the consultants also conducted an
assessment of physical conditions that may be contributing to the concentrated illegal activity such as
long straight roadways and two or more travel lanes in the same direction that allow for head to head
speed exhibition contests.

Online Community Survey - An online community survey was conducted via the City’s website from
August 8, 2019 through August 26, 2019.  A total of 275 responses were received.  Key findings from
this survey included:  1) confirmation that activity is occurring on Lafayette; 2) 81% of respondents
indicated they did not report activity to the police as they believed response time would be too slow to
be effective; and 3) while many individuals reported hearing the activity, few actually observed it
happening.  Overall, the survey indicated that over 50% of survey respondents had witnessed illegal
street racing or an exhibition of speed in the past year.

Consultant Conclusions

Based on their review, Matrix Consulting Group found that:

1. Illegal Street Racing and Sideshow Activity is occurring in the City of Santa Clara.
2. There are two types of Illegal Street Racing activity in Santa Clara - Organized Racing and

Spontaneous Street Racing.
3. Spontaneous or unplanned Illegal Street Racing Activity is occurring at a higher frequency

than organized activity.
4. Organized activity is mostly concentrated in the area of Lafayette Street and Calle de Luna.
5. Noise is the most common complaint.
6. Residents don’t call the Police Department as they believe it will be ineffective.
7. Most survey respondents supported increased enforcement, followed by the use of technology

as possible solutions.

Based on these conclusions, Matrix Consulting Group evaluated industry best practices and
identified nine recommendations for possible consideration.  The next section of this report provides
a summary of these recommendations, along with the staff’s analysis on the feasibility of
implementing those recommendations in the City of Santa Clara.

Recommendation 1
Enact an ordinance to address Illegal Street Racing and Sideshows.

Response to Recommendation 1: Support. Based on Matrix Consulting Group’s research of
ordinances enacted by other local cities, cities are providing officers more authority to deal with both
spectators and participants of the illegal street races and sideshows. Enclosed as Attachment 2 is a
proposed ordinance intended to discourage individuals from organizing, participating in, or acting as
spectators at, illegal speed contests and reckless driving exhibitions.  Should the Council wish to
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proceed with this recommendation, staff would finalize the proposed ordinance and return at a future
date for introduction and approval of the Ordinance.

Recommendation 2
Develop a strategy to enable speed camera enforcement at the State Assembly.

Response to Recommendation 2: Support. The Santa Clara Police Department has participated in
other local and regional collaborations on many issues related to traffic safety and law enforcement
activities. Staff will work with counterparts in other agencies and municipalities to continue to monitor
State legislation in this area. Staff will also work with our new lobbyists, Townsend, to make sure that
Santa Clara’s concerns are surfaced in Sacramento and as part of the development of State
legislation.

Recommendation 3
Use overtime to address Illegal Street Racing on weekend afternoons/evenings when pre-event
intelligence is obtained.

Response to Recommendation 3: Support with modifications. The Police Department has limited
overtime resources.  As such, implementation of this recommendation would be challenging.  As an
alternative, while we work to determine whether overtime is feasible as a voluntary assignment, staff
would propose other, most cost-effective measures at the direction of Council:

1. Strategic placement of patrol vehicles: Patrol vehicles may serve as a visual deterrent in the
areas where racers may congregate. Two patrol vehicles can be placed in each of the
concentrated areas on Friday evenings, with pick up of the vehicles on Monday morning by
Community Service Officers (CSO). It is anticipated this activity would take approximately four
hours per week and would be added to the current CSO duties.

2. Use Police Reserves: The Police Department can reallocate existing resources by utilizing
Police Reserves to monitor “hot spots.” Police Reserves can be directed to patrol specific
areas during times where street racing and sideshow activity is likely to occur based upon this
study. There is no financial impact by utilizing this option.

3. Feasibility of CHP Overtime.  Regional cities facing sideshow and illegal street racing activity
have contracted with the California Highway Patrol (CHP) for supplemental resources on an
overtime basis.  While costly, the City of Santa Clara could pursue an agreement with the CHP
where they would be focused on this activity on targeted nights and supplement law
enforcement resources, if they are not available by the Santa Clara Police Department.  This
option would be entirely dependent on whether the CHP avails itself to resourcing this policy
option.

Recommendation 4
Assign street racing cases to the traffic unit for follow up investigations, where possible.

Response to Recommendation 4: Support. As noted in the consultant’s report, the biggest
challenge is that members of the public are reluctant to report activity. Staff will develop a
communications strategy, including working with our new communications consultants to help
educate the public on the importance of reporting activity so that follow-up investigations can be
assigned.
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Recommendation 5
Train officers in a California Highway Patrol (CHP) class on Illegal Street Racing enforcement.

Response to Recommendation 5: Support. Staff will develop a training plan to increase the
capacity of trained police officers in this area.

Recommendation 6
Draw attention to the dangers of illegal street activity by using social media and other media PSAs.

Response to Recommendation 6: Support. As noted in the consultant’s report, many residents who
experienced (witnesses, heard, suspected) illegal street racing or sideshow activity did not report it.
Staff will work to develop strategic messaging and/or educational campaign regarding the dangers of
illegal street activity which can be delivered by existing social media outlets and resources such as
Inside Santa Clara, cable Channel 15, utility bill insert, website, eNotify distribution, social media
posts (e.g. Facebook, Nextdoor, Nixle, Twitter), etc. to heighten community awareness. This will be a
communications effort that our new communications consultants can lead for the City of Santa Clara.

Recommendation 7
Add street signs to areas where illegal street racing is occurring that notify drivers that it is illegal,
actively enforced and that outline potential penalties for illegal street racing.

Response to Recommendation 7: Defer. Staff suggests that this recommendation be deferred to
allow staff to evaluate the effectiveness of other low/no cost strategies including the adoption and
implementation of a new, applicable City ordinance and the educational campaign to heighten
community awareness.

Recommendation 8
Add two additional fixed post ALPR systems with speed measuring on Lafayette north of the golf
course pedestrian bridge that crosses Lafayette Street. One system for northbound travel and one for
southbound travel.

Recommendation 9
Add two speed activated warning signs in conjunction with the proposed ALPR systems on Lafayette
Street.  One system for northbound travel and one for southbound travel.

Response to Recommendation 8 and 9: Staff does not support implementation of these
recommendations at this time. While the suggested cost provided by the consultant indicates an
investment of $77,000, there may be additional costs related to server and data hosting capacity,
potential installation and structural costs, program implementation and monitoring, long-term
maintenance and/or replacement costs, as well as legal and public outreach impacts that need to be
considered.

Moreover, it is anticipated that the need for technology tools identified in Recommendations 8 and 9
may be offset by future development projects currently in the City’s pipeline as noted in the
consultant’s report:

The area of Lafayette and Calle Del Mundo is slated for re-development as a mixed use
residential and commercial project. If /when this project is completed it will change the physical
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environment of the area and make it less desirable for organized illegal street racing. The
development will bring in residential development that will be next to Lafayette Street which
means additional witnesses which will make the area less attractive to illegal street racing.
This change in physical environment may dissuade illegal street racing from the area without
other intervention.

The City is currently in the process of issuing land use permits for approximately 4,000 new
residential units in the area which would significantly change the character of the physical
environment near Lafayette. As part of the new development, some changes will also be made to the
streets themselves, including a slight reduction in roadway width.  Consequently, staff does not
support recommendations 8 and 9 at this time.

Conclusion

In summary, staff:

1. Supports Recommendations 1 through 6 which can be implemented with existing resources
and/or have a minimal cost impact;

2. Recommends deferral of Recommendation 7; and
3. Proposes that Recommendations 8 and 9 not be implemented.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
The action being considered does not constitute a “project” within the meaning of the California
Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15378(b)(5) in that it is a
governmental organizational or administrative activity that will not result in direct or indirect changes
in the environment.

FISCAL IMPACT
Budget to support the cost of the study was identified in the Police Department’s current operating
budget. The total not-to-exceed amount for the agreement with Matrix Consulting Group is $27,900.
Should the Council approve the staff recommended items, there would be no additional fiscal impact
to the City.

COORDINATION
This report has been coordinated with the City Attorney’s Office.

PUBLIC CONTACT
Public contact was made by posting the Council agenda on the City’s official-notice bulletin board
outside City Hall Council Chambers. A complete agenda packet is available on the City’s website
and in the City Clerk’s Office at least 72 hours prior to a Regular Meeting and 24 hours prior to a
Special Meeting. A hard copy of any agenda report may be requested by contacting the City Clerk’s
Office at (408) 615-2220, email clerk@santaclaraca.gov <mailto:clerk@santaclaraca.gov> or at the
public information desk at any City of Santa Clara public library.

ALTERNATIVES
1. Direct staff to prepare a new ordinance amending Santa Clara City Code, Section 10 (“Vehicles
and Traffic”), in consideration of consultant study findings, and to implement recommendations 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, and 6 as presented in this report.
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2. Any other action as directed by Council.

RECOMMENDATION
Alternative 1: Direct the City Manager to prepare a new ordinance amending Santa Clara City Code,
Title 10 (“Vehicles and Traffic”), in consideration of consultant study findings, and to implement
recommendations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 as presented in this report.

Reviewed by: Daniel Winter, Assistant Chief of Police
Approved by: Deanna J. Santana, City Manager

ATTACHMENTS
1. Matrix Consulting Group report “Report on Illegal Street Racing and Sideshow Activity Study”,

dated February 7, 2020
2. Draft Ordinance
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  1   Introduction and Executive Summary 
 
 
The Matrix Consulting Group was retained by the City of Santa Clara to conduct an 
assessment of Illegal Street Racing and Sideshows and to develop potential solutions. 
The report which follows presents the results of the study. 
 
In reaching the concluding points of the study, the project team has assembled this final 
report which summarizes our findings, conclusions and recommendations where 
appropriate.  The following document presents the final report analysis of illegal street 
racing and sideshows along with recommended solutions.  This report relies upon the 
results of research and by the Matrix Consulting Group project team. The document is 
organized by specific area of study and contains analysis of each: 
 
• Assessment of Current Street Racing and Sideshows: Primary activities 

include analysis of CAD, Interviews with City Staff and Elected Officials, An Online 
Community Survey, Targeted Business Outreach, and Interviews with Law 
Enforcement Agencies.  This process was designed to determine the scope of the 
problem and covered: 
– Is Illegal Street Racing Occurring in Santa Clara? 
– Where is Illegal Street Racing occurring? 
– When is it occurring? 

 
• Research of Past Local Solutions: 

– Was it effective? 
– Would it be effective today? 

 
• Research of Successful Solutions: 

– What are other communities doing? 
– Would it be effective in Santa Clara? 

 
The project team utilized a number of approaches in order to understand the issues 
relevant to the study, including the following: 
 
• On-site interviews with SCPD staff. 
 
• Community survey to solicit feedback from all community members. 
 
• CAD Data collection to understand the scope of the problem in order to enable 

extensive and objective analysis. 
 
This report represents the culmination of this process, presenting the results of our 
analysis, including specific recommendations for the City of Santa Clara. 
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The following table provides a comprehensive list of every recommendation made in the 
report: 
 

Summary of Recommendations 
 
Rec. #   

 
Legislative 

Approximate 
Option Cost 

 
1. 

 
City Ordinance 

 
Enact an ordinance to address Illegal Street 
Racing and Sideshows  

 
Staff Time 

 
2. 

  
State Legislature 

 
Develop a strategy to enable speed camera 
enforcement at the State Assembly. 

 
Staff Time 

  
Enforcement 

 

 
3. 

 
Police 

 
Use overtime to address illegal street racing 
on weekend afternoons/ evenings when 
pre-event intelligence is obtained. 

 
$69,600 

 
4. 

 
Police 

 
Assign street racing cases to the traffic unit 
for follow up investigations, where possible.  

 
Staff Time 

 
5. 

 
Police 

 
Train officers (in a California Highway Patrol 
(CHP) class) on Illegal Street Racing 
enforcement. 

 
Staff Time 

  
Public Education 

 

 
6. 

 
Social Media 

 
Draw attention to the dangers of illegal street 
racing by using social media and other media 
PSAs. 

 
Staff Time 

 
7. 

 
Street Signs 

 
Add street signs to areas where illegal street 
racing is occurring that notify drivers that it is 
illegal, actively enforced and that outline 
potential penalties for illegal street racing.  

 
$2,800 

  
Technology 

 

 
8. 

 
ALPR (Automatic 
License Plate 
Readers) 

 
Add two additional fixed post ALPR systems 
with speed measuring on Lafayette north of 
the golf course pedestrian bridge that 
crosses Lafayette Street.  One system for 
northbound travel and one for southbound 
travel. 

 
$70,000 
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Rec. #   

 
Legislative 

Approximate 
Option Cost 

 
9. 

 
Speed Warning 
Signs 

 
Add two speed activated warning signs in 
conjunction with the proposed ALPR 
systems on Lafayette Street.  One system for 
northbound travel and one for southbound 
travel. 
 

 
$7,000 

  
Additional Solution Information 

 
 

 
Redevelopment 

 
The area of Lafayette and Calle De Mundo is 
slated for re-development as a mixed use 
residential and commercial project.  If /when 
this project is completed it will change the 
physical environment of the area and make 
it less desirable for organized illegal street 
racing. The development will bring in 
residential development that will be next to 
Lafayette Street which means additional 
witnesses which will make the area less 
attractive to illegal street racing.  This change 
in physical environment may dissuade illegal 
street racing form the area without other 
intervention.  

 
No anticipated 
direct costs 

 
The body of the report provides greater detail on these recommendations. 
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         2. Assessment of Street Racing and Sideshow Activity 
 
 
In order to assess current racing and sideshow activity in Santa Clara, the project team 
utilized CAD data, an online community survey, business outreach and interviews.  The 
results of these different inputs yielded two distinct types of Illegal Street racing which 
have different impacts on the motoring public. The types of illegal street racing and 
sideshows activities are defined in the following section.   
 
1. Illegal Street Racing Defined 
 
There are several descriptions of what illegal street racing is from both a legal and 
ordinance viewpoint.  For the purposes of this report the project team is using a basic 
description of any unauthorized or officially unsanctioned speed contest on a public street.   
 
Illegal street racing can be further defined by how it occurs: Organized and planned by 
illegal street racing groups and Ad hoc or spontaneous.  Each of these types of illegal 
street racing are unique which would require different strategies to address them from a 
crime control perspective. The two types of illegal street racing are defined in the following 
section: 
 
(1) Organized Illegal Street Racing.  Organized Illegal Street racing typically has the 

following characteristics:  
 
• The date, time and location are pre-arranged by a group. 
• The races typically occur on weekends. 
• Races can be set up in advance so that specific illegal races are matched. 
• Spectators are encouraged to attend. 
• Organizers assign traffic control roles to insure a clear race route. 
• Locations that are chosen are typically remote or in industrial areas with at least 

two travel lanes in the same direction.  
• Participants monitor police radio traffic when possible. 
• Organizers often send scouts prior to event to look for potential problems or police 

patrols.  
• Several races are run one after another.   
 
(2) Ad hoc or Spontaneous Illegal Street Racing.  Ad hoc or unplanned Illegal 

Street racing typically has the following characteristics:  
• The date, time and location are not pre-arranged by a group and often times the 

drivers do not know each other. 
• A race is started when two or more drivers decide to race with no clear or 

consistent method for starting or ending the race. 
• Racing occurs regardless of other vehicle traffic. 
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• Locations that are chosen typically have at least two travel lanes in the same 
direction.  

• Participants split up after the race taking different routes. 
 
2. Sideshow Activity 
 
As with illegal street racing there are different descriptions for sideshow activity.  For the 
purposes of this report the project is defining sideshow activity as specifically involving 
spectators who watch vehicle stunts in an open area. Sideshow activity:  
 
• The date, time and location are pre-arranged by a group and often times the drivers 

know each other. 
• The activity is conducted in open lots, intersections or by blocking roadways with 

vehicles or people. 
• It involves stunts such as “doughnuts” (turning vehicles in tight circles while 

applying acceleration and drifting (making vehicle slide while turning). 
• Crowds gather to watch the sideshow. 
• The activity is often recorded by personal cell phones or video recording equipment 

for future dissemination on social media. 
 
The variety of the illegal street racing and sideshow activities have implications for public 
safety and efforts to reduce it. 
 
3. Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) Data 
 
The project team was provided with illegal street racing and sideshow CAD data for City 
of Santa Clara covering the period of January 1 to June 30, 2019.  The data indicated a 
total of 73 calls for service that could be considered illegal street racing (and reckless 
driving).  A review of the data indicates most activity occurs between 2pm and 1am, with 
the heaviest concentration of calls occurring on Sunday - with 28% of all calls occurring 
on that day.  The following table shows the calls by hour and day of week: 
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Hour Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Total 
                  
                  

                  

12am 3 0 1 1 0 1 0 6 
1am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3am 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
4am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5am 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
6am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9am 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
10am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11am 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
12pm 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 
1pm 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2pm 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 
3pm 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 4 
4pm 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 6 
5pm 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 4 
6pm 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 7 
7pm 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 
8pm 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 5 
9pm 1 0 0 1 0 1 3 6 
10pm 2 0 1 2 2 2 0 9 
11pm 0 0 1 1 2 4 0 8 
                  

Total 21 6 5 11 6 12 12 73 
 
As the data also indicates, the most frequent reported time of occurrence is at 10pm.  The 
data when compared with interviews would indicate that not all calls for service are 
associated with organized illegal street racing.  Through the course of our interviews the 
project team was told that organized illegal street racing occurs mostly between 6pm and 
2am Friday through Sunday.  This represents a total of 18 CFS or 24% of total calls that 
would likely be organized illegal street racing.  It should be noted that there is no definitive 
documentation to verify whether all calls for service for illegal racing or reckless driving 
would be considered illegal organized street racing since that information may not be 
captured in the call information. 
 
Call for service coordinates from CAD data further indicated that illegal street racing is 
occurring City wide, but there are also two concentrated areas within the City of Santa 
Clara.  In some cases, the callers report racing in the area so the actual location of 
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occurrence may be incorrect.  The two areas of concentration are at Tasman/Lafayette 
and El Camino Real and Lawrence Expressway as indicated on the following heat map: 
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The areas with the highest concentrations are near roadways which have two or more 
travel lanes going the same direction. 
 
4. Online Community Survey 
 
The online community survey was designed to capture the impact of illegal street racing 
and sideshows from the community perspective.  The survey was posted on the City of 
Santa Clara website and was available from August 8, 2019 through August 26, 2019. 
The survey received a total of 275 responses.  It should be noted that the survey only 
collected responses from community members that elected to participate in the survey 
and therefore may not it may not accurately reflect the opinions of the community as a 
whole. The questions and responses are summarized in the following section: 
 
Questions regarding whether community members witnessed activity: 
 
Questions Yes No 

In the last 12 months, have you personally witnessed an illegal 
street race in Santa Clara? 

27.5% 72.5% 

In the last 12 months, have you personally witnessed an 
exhibition of speed in Santa Clara? An exhibition of 
Speed is the act of accelerating or driving a vehicle at a 
dangerous speed, in order to show off or make an impression 
on someone else. 

53.9% 46.1% 

In the last 12 months, have you personally witnessed a group 
of people watching drivers performing stunts? 
Santa Clara? 

4.9% 95.1% 

Was the activity reported to the Police Department? 18.1% 81.1% 
 
Question regarding where community members have witnessed Illegal Street racing or 
sideshows: 
 

Question Residential 
Neighborhood Area 

Business or Manufacturing 
Area 

If you witnessed any of the 
above activities, which best 
describes the type of location 
where it occurred? 

73.6% 26.4% 

 
Question regarding what is the type of roadway where Illegal Street racing or sideshows 
occurred: 
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Question 

 
 
 

Residential 
Street 

Boulevard, 
Business 
Route or 

Major 
Roadway 

 
 
 

Expressway 
or Bypass 

 
 
 

Freeway or 
Highway 

Which best describes the type 
of roadway where the activity 
occurred? 

44.3% 26.8% 22.8% 6.0% 

 
Question regarding why a community member did not report the activity to police (More 
than one answer could be provided so percentages are relevant to total of answers 
provided): 
 
 
 
 
Question 

 
 

Did not 
know to call 

Concerned 
about 

personal 
Safety 

Did not 
know it was 

really a 
problem 

 
 
 

Other 
If you did not report the 
activity to police; why not? 

23.0% 15.6% 21.3% 54.9% 

 
Questions regarding what community members think should be done to address illegal 
street racing or sideshows: 
 
 
 
 
Question 

 
 

Increased 
Enforcement 

 
Additional 

City 
Ordinances 

Use of 
Technology 

(Photo 
Radar, etc.) 

Physical 
Changes 

to the 
roadway 

 
 
 

Other 
In your opinion, what is the 
best way to reduce illegal 
street racing? 

65.7% 13.8% 45.2% 28.0% 19.7% 

 
The survey also provided community members with an opportunity to provide additional 
feedback. The major themes from the open input were: 
 
• There needs to be alternatives for illegal street racing. 
• Illegal street racing and sideshow activity is occurring on Lafayette. 
• 81.1% of respondents indicated they did not report illegal street racing related 

activity to the police because they believe the response will be too slow to be 
effective.  

• Many people reported hearing the activity but did not actually see it occur. 
• Some reported that they have reported it or recorded it but no police follow up was 

completed. 
• Some community members do not see it as significant problem. 
 
The community survey was consistent with CAD data in that community members were 
reporting activity that was consistent with other sources.  Overall the survey yielded that 
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over 50% of community members have witnessed illegal street racing or an exhibition of 
speed in the last year. Many support increased enforcement and the use of technology 
to address illegal street racing, though a smaller portion supported additional city 
ordinances. 
 
5. Business Input 
 
In order to directly solicit input from potentially impacted businesses, the project team 
used CAD data to identify where the largest concentration of street racing calls for service 
were occurring.  The project team then selected two areas Tasman/Lafayette and El 
Camino Real and Lawrence Expressway to conduct in person door to door surveys.  A 
total of 39 in person interviews were conducted (20 in the Tasman/Lafayette area and 19 
in the El Camino Real and Lawrence Expressway area). Each of the business contacts 
were asked the same questions, though many gave additional feedback. 
 
The questions and responses are summarized in the following section: 
 
Question Yes No 

Are you aware of Illegal Street Racing or Sideshows occurring 
in the area? 

82.1% 17.9% 

Is your business impacted by it? 17.9% 82.1% 
 
Question Trash Blocking 

Traffic 
Noise 

If your business is impacted, what is the 
impact? 

12.5% 25% 62.5% 

 
Several businesses provided additional input. The major themes from this input were: 
 
• Several businesses in the area of Tasman/Lafayette St. stated they were more 

impacted by events at the Levi’s stadium. Several stated they find trash and illegal 
parking as a result of events at the stadium. 

 
• Two businesses in the area of Tasman/Lafayette reported seeing side shows and 

Illegal street racing when they have come into work during weekends evenings. 
 
• It was reported that sideshow activity occurs on a regular basis in the intersection 

of Lafayette St and Calle De Luna and at Lafayette and Calle Del Mundo. Also, 
vehicles conduct “drifting” maneuvers at the east end of Calle Del Mundo.  

 
The business interviews were consistent with CAD data and other information received 
throughout the course of this project. 
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6. Community Outreach 
 
At the beginning of the project, the project team conducted a series of interviews with 
community members, city staff and elected officials.  The interviews were conducted to 
help determine the scope of the issue and to identify other potential stakeholders. The 
major theme from the interviews were: 
 
• Illegal street racing was occurring throughout the city, but two areas seemed to be 

most impacted (Lafayette St and Calle De Luna and El Camino Real and the 
Lawrence Expressway). 

 
• When Lafayette was reduced to one lane north of Calle Del Mundo Illegal Street 

Racing did not occur. 
 
• One of the biggest impacts was noise. 
 
7. Physical Environment Assessment 
 
Illegal street racing and sideshow activity like other crimes/infractions tend to be place 
based and occur under similar physical environments.  Some crimes are place based and 
happen only when the physical environmental conditions are present. The project 
conducted an assessment of the physical environment where current illegal street racing 
is occurring based on interviews and CAD data.  The assessment was to determine if 
there are environmental conditions that may contribute to illegal street racing and 
sideshows. 
 
Through the project team interviews with law enforcement officers, it was learned that 
certain types of physical environment are conducive to illegal street racing and 
sideshows. The following types of physical environment are more conducive to illegal 
street racing and sideshow activity:  
 
Illegal Street Racing 
 
• Two or more travel lanes in the same direction to allow for head to head speed 

exhibition contests. 
 
• Area where there are few open businesses or residences to allow for gathering of 

participants and to reduce chances that activity will be reported. 
 
• Long straight roadway (1/4 mile plus). 
 
• Multiple escape routes to avoid police. 
 
• Available open lots or a wider street for participants to park and observe. 
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• Few cross streets or traffic lights. 
 
Sideshows 
 
• Area where there are few open businesses or residences to allow for gathering of 

participants and to reduce chances that activity will be reported. 
 
• Large open parking lot or wide streets and intersections. 
 
• Multiple escape routes to avoid police. 
 
The above list of environmental factors is not exhaustive, and these types of events have 
been known to occur in other types of environments as well. 
 
8. Conclusions 
 
Using CAD data, Interviews, Community Surveys and Physical Environment 
Assessments, the project team has developed some conclusions regarding Illegal Street 
Racing and Sideshows in Santa Clara. The conclusions are listed below: 
 
• Illegal Street Racing and Sideshow activity is occurring in the City of Santa Clara. 
 
• Spontaneous or unplanned Illegal Street Racing and Sideshow activity is 

occurring at a higher frequency than organized Illegal Street Racing. 
 
• Organized Illegal Street Racing and Sideshow activity is mostly concentrated in 

the area of Lafayette St and Calle De Luna. 
 
• There are two types of Illegal Street racing in Santa Clara; organized illegal street 

racing and spontaneous illegal street racing. 
 
• Noise is the most common complaint. 
 
• Many people don’t call the police because they believe it will be ineffective. 
 
• Most people support increased enforcement followed by the use of technology.  
 
 
Using these conclusions, the project team reviewed potential solutions to address illegal 
street racing and sideshows. 
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  3.   Research on Past Local Solutions 
 
 
Illegal Street Racing and Sideshows became a community concern in the early 2000’s as 
the number of reported illegal street races and sideshows increased.  To address this, 
several communities enacted legislation to help combat the problem.  The City of Santa 
Clara was among the cities that enacted legislation.  The City enacted Ordinance No. 
1790 in March of 2004.  The ordinance gave specific authority to the police to temporarily 
close specific streets where illegal street racing and sideshows were occurring.  The 
ordinance had a sunset clause and was not extended beyond 2006. 
 
During the course of our interviews we learned that the ordinance was effective at 
deterring organized illegal street racing and sideshows but had no effect on ad-hoc illegal 
street racing.  The ordinance listed 22 specific streets/areas by name, however two 
current areas (El Camino/Lawrence Expressway and Lafayette St.) where there is 
currently the highest incidence of reported illegal street racing and sideshows were not 
on the list. 
 
In reviewing the ordinance, the project team noted that while effective at the time, it has 
some limitations: 
 
• It named specific streets and required a council vote to add additional locations or 

streets, the manner in which the previous Ordinance was written would not serve 
the City’s residents/businesses in the same manner as it did in 2004. 

 
• This area has been subsequently developed and a temporary street closure of 

designated streets, between 11pm-5am, to foot and vehicular traffic is unrealistic 
due to the make-up of the area. In addition, to tow any vehicle left remaining as a 
result of a street closure would be impactful to residents and businesses who rely 
on street parking. 

 
• An Ordinance could be effective at deterring organized illegal street racing and 

sideshows, but has no effect on spontaneous Illegal Street racing. 
 
•  Through our interviews we have learned that organized illegal street racing and 

sideshow participants use multiple locations and plan locations that can be altered.  
 

The project team also researched successful efforts elsewhere. These are described in 
the next chapter. 
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  4.   Research of Successful Solutions 
 
 
The project team reviewed several sources for possible solutions.  The emphasis of our 
research was to find solutions that had proven to be successful in other jurisdictions.  To 
find potential solutions we relied on of the following resources: 
 
• Interviews with other police agencies. 
 
• Public Input from the online community survey. 
 
• Research of solutions that other cities have implemented. 
 
• Review of studies conducted by Public Safety Organizations and Professional Law 

Enforcement Organizations. 
 
– PERF- Police Executive Research Forum 
– IACP – International Association of Chiefs of Police 
– ASEBP – American Society for Evidenced-Based Policing 
– CEBP – Center for Evidenced-Based Policing. 
– Center for Problem Oriented Policing (US DOJ COPS) 
– NATCO - National Association of City Transportation Officials 

 
Though there were several different solutions found, none had been academically 
researched or proven to be effective through a rigorous scientific process.  Solutions 
generally fell into four main categories: Legislative, Enforcement, Engineering and the 
use of Technology. Each of the potential solutions are further detailed below. 
 
1. Legislative 
 
(1) Local Ordinances 
 
Several cities have enacted specific city ordinances that address Illegal Street Racing 
and Side Shows which allow officers more authority in dealing with both spectators and 
participants. Though legislative solutions have not been thoroughly studied for 
effectiveness, the project team learned in our interviews that police departments believe 
effective legislation gives them more tools to address illegal street racing. 
 
One area that municipal ordinances address is the gathering for the organized illegal 
street racing and sideshows.  In these incidents, individuals may be contributing to unsafe 
acts, but there are limited enforcement tools to address these gatherings. 
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The project team did not find any relevant municipal ordinances that address 
spontaneous illegal street racing or side shows.  In these instances, officers can rely on 
several established state laws that are mentioned in the following sections. 
 
The project team reviewed city ordinances from San Jose, San Diego, and Reno, NV. 
The ordinances have many similarities which are noted in the following:  
 
• They specifically note what qualifies as Illegal Street or Sideshows. 
 
• They give a specific penalty or type of charge. 
 
• They narrow the application of the ordinance to specific acts. 
 
These ordinances give officers an additional tool to address organized illegal street racing 
and sideshows.  The adoption of a similar ordinance for the City of Santa Clara would 
allow the same deterrent and tool locally which would make Santa Clara a less desirable 
location to conduct illegal street racing. 
 
(2) California Legislative Assembly 
 
One of potential solutions to address illegal street racing is the use of automated speed 
enforcement cameras, however it is not a current remedy under California law.  In 2017 
AB-342 - Automated Speed Enforcement (ASE) was introduced as a “pilot project” law 
that would have allowed the City of San Jose and The City/County of San Francisco to 
conduct a pilot project on the use of Automated Speed Enforcement cameras.  The bill 
died during the legislative session.  The bill was an important first step in allowing the use 
of automated speed enforcement cameras in California as earlier legislation that allowed 
photo red light expressly prohibited the use of speed enforcement cameras.   
 
Though Automated Speed Enforcement is not a current solution, it is one of the few 
technologies that has been widely studied and found to be effective at reducing speeds 
and crashes.  The technology is used in over 90 cities nationally and many countries. 
 
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has compiled some research that has been 
conducted on speed enforcement cameras.  The summary of their findings is listed in the 
following section: 
 

Speed cameras can reduce crashes substantially. [Decina, Thomas, et al., 2007] reviewed 13 
safety impact studies of automated speed enforcement internationally, including one study 
from a United States jurisdiction. The best-controlled studies suggest injury crash reductions 
are likely to be in the range of 20 to 25 percent at conspicuous, fixed camera sites. Covert, 
mobile enforcement programs also result in significant crash reductions area-wide ([L. Thomas 
et al., 2008]). Prior reviewers also concluded that, although the quality of evidence was not 
high, speed cameras and speed detection technologies are effective at reducing traffic crashes 
and injuries ([Pilkington and Kinra, 2005]; [C. Wilson, Willis, Hendrikz, and Bellamy, 2006]). 
Recent crash-based studies from the United States have reported positive safety benefits 
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through crash and speed reductions from mobile camera enforcement on 14 urban arterials in 
Charlotte, NC ([Cunningham, Hummer, and Moon, 2008]), and from fixed camera enforcement 
on an urban Arizona freeway ([Shin, Washington, and van Schalkwyk, 2009]). (UNC Highway 
Safety Research Center, 2011, pp. 3-12–3-13). 
 
The Shin et al. (2009) study examined effects of a fixed camera enforcement program applied 
to a 6.5-mile urban freeway section through Scottsdale, Arizona. The speed limit on the 
enforced freeway is 65 mph; the enforcement trigger was set to 76 mph. Total target crashes 
[crashes during nonpeak periods that are materially affected by camera enforcement] were 
reduced by an estimated 44 to 54 percent, injury crashes by 28 to 48 percent, and property 
damage only crashes by 46 to 56 percent during the nine month program period. (The program 
was temporarily suspended, then reactivated; future evaluations may elaborate on the results.) 
Since analyses found low speeding detection rates during peak travel times, the target crashes 
(speeding-related crashes) were considered to be those that occurred during non-peak flow 
periods (weekends, holidays, and non-peak weekdays hours). In addition to the crash 
reductions, average speed was decreased by about 9 mph and speed variance [a measure 
related to the range of speeds and the amount of variability around the average speed] was 
also decreased around the enforced zones. (UNC Highway Safety Research Center, 2011, p. 
3-13). 
 
[In addition, an] economic analysis suggested that the total estimated safety benefits [including 
medical, quality of life, and other costs (emergency responders, insurance, wage loss, 
household work loss, legal fees, and property damage)] were from $16.5 [million] to $17.1 
million per year, although other economic impacts were not considered. Another positive 
finding from this study was that all types of crashes appeared to be reduced, with the possible 
exception of rear-end crashes, for which effects were non-significant. Thus, there were no 
obvious trade-offs of decreases in some crash types at the expense of increases in others. 
The program effects should be considered short-term. There was also very limited examination 
of spillover effects, including the possibility of traffic or crash diversion to other routes. (UNC 
Highway Safety Research Center, 2011, p. 3-13). 
 
Pilot project evaluations of speed camera use in the United States have also obtained 
promising speed reductions from fixed speed cameras on a high-speed, urban freeway in 
Scottsdale, Arizona ([Retting, Kyrychenko, and McCartt, 2008]), low-speed, school zones in 
Portland, Oregon (Freedman et al., 2006), and low-speed limit residential streets and school 
zones in Montgomery County, Maryland ([Retting, Farmer, and McCartt, 2008]). In the latter 
case, speed reductions attributed to spillover from the automated enforcement program were 
also observed on unenforced comparison streets ([Retting, Farmer, and McCartt, 2008]). The 
percentage of speeders was also substantially reduced when police-operated photo radar 
enforcement vans were present in a work zone on a non-interstate highway in Portland, 
Oregon, but there was no carry-over when the enforcement was not present (Joerger, 2010). 
Given that there was no evidence of any accompanying publicity, there was, however, no 
reason to expect carry-over outside of the enforced periods. Crash and injury outcomes were 
not evaluated in these studies. (UNC Highway Safety Research Center, 2011, p. 3-13). 

 
As the above research suggests, speed enforcement cameras can be very effective at 
reducing speeding and accidents.  This solution would require advocacy and legislative 
support before becoming a viable solution that could be years out.   
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2. Enforcement

During the course of this project, the team reached out to several law enforcement 
agencies to gain knowledge on how they respond to illegal street racing:  The agencies 
contacted were: 

• California Highway Patrol
• Fremont Police Department
• Los Angeles Police Department
• Mountain View Police Department
• Oakland Police Department
• Portland Police Bureau
• San Diego Police Department
• San Jose Police Department
• Sunnyvale Department of Public Safety

The agencies had different approaches to how they responded to illegal racing and 
sideshows.  The size (and resources) had the largest impact on how these departments 
attempted to address illegal street racing.  Larger agencies tended to conduct proactive 
missions to locate and disrupt illegal street racing and sideshows, while smaller agencies 
tended to be reactive and responded to calls for service.  Though agencies highlighted 
the success of their response, most consider addressing Illegal Street Racing and 
Sideshows an ongoing law enforcement concern. 

Outside of municipal ordinances, officers have relied on existing California laws such as 
those listed in the following section: 

(1) Driving Offenses

23103. 
(a) A person who drives a vehicle upon a highway in willful or wanton disregard for the safety of
persons or property is guilty of reckless driving.
(b) A person who drives a vehicle in an off-street parking facility, as defined in subdivision (c) of
Section 12500, in willful or wanton disregard for the safety of persons or property is guilty of reckless
driving.
(c) Except as otherwise provided in Section 40008, persons convicted of the offense of reckless
driving shall be punished by imprisonment in a county jail for not less than five days nor more than
90 days or by a fine of not less than one hundred forty-five dollars ($145) nor more than one
thousand dollars ($1,000), or by both that fine and imprisonment, except as provided in Section
23104 or 23105.

23109.2. 
(a) (1) Whenever a peace officer determines that a person was engaged in any of the activities set
forth in paragraph (2), the peace officer may immediately arrest and take into custody that person
and may cause the removal and seizure of the motor vehicle used in that offense in accordance
with Chapter 10 (commencing with Section 22650). A motor vehicle so seized may be impounded
for not more than 30 days.
(2) (A) A motor vehicle speed contest, as described in subdivision (a) of Section 23109.
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(2) Spectators and Passengers

23109. 
(a) A person shall not engage in a motor vehicle speed contest on a highway. As used in this
section, a motor vehicle speed contest includes a motor vehicle race against another vehicle, a
clock, or other timing device. For purposes of this section, an event in which the time to cover a
prescribed route of more than 20 miles is measured, but where the vehicle does not exceed the
speed limits, is not a speed contest.
(b) A person shall not aid or abet in any motor vehicle speed contest on any highway.
(c) A person shall not engage in a motor vehicle exhibition of speed on a highway, and a person
shall not aid or abet in a motor vehicle exhibition of speed on any highway.
(d) A person shall not, for the purpose of facilitating or aiding or as an incident to any motor vehicle
speed contest or exhibition upon a highway, in any manner obstruct or place a barricade or
obstruction or assist or participate in placing a barricade or obstruction upon any highway.
(e) (1) A person convicted of a violation of subdivision (a) shall be punished by imprisonment in a
county jail for not less than 24 hours nor more than 90 days or by a fine of not less than three
hundred fifty-five dollars ($355) nor more than one thousand dollars ($1,000), or by both that fine
and imprisonment. That person shall also be required to perform 40 hours of community service.
The court may order the privilege to operate a motor vehicle suspended for 90 days to six months,
as provided in paragraph (8) of subdivision (a) of Section 13352. The person’s privilege to operate
a motor vehicle may be restricted for 90 days to six months to necessary travel to and from that
person’s place of employment and, if driving a motor vehicle is necessary to perform the duties of
the person’s employment, restricted to driving in that person’s scope of employment. This
subdivision does not interfere with the court’s power to grant probation in a suitable case.
(2) If a person is convicted of a violation of subdivision (a) and that violation proximately causes
bodily injury to a person other than the driver, the person convicted shall be punished by
imprisonment in a county jail for not less than 30 days nor more than six months or by a fine of not
less than five hundred dollars ($500) nor more than one thousand dollars ($1,000), or by both that
fine and imprisonment.
(f) (1) If a person is convicted of a violation of subdivision (a) for an offense that occurred within
five years of the date of a prior offense that resulted in a conviction of a violation of subdivision (a),
that person shall be punished by imprisonment in a county jail for not less than four days nor more
than six months, and by a fine of not less than five hundred dollars ($500) nor more than one
thousand dollars ($1,000).
(2) If the perpetration of the most recent offense within the five-year period described in paragraph
(1) proximately causes bodily injury to a person other than the driver, a person convicted of that
second violation shall be imprisoned in a county jail for not less than 30 days nor more than six
months and by a fine of not less than five hundred dollars ($500) nor more than one thousand
dollars ($1,000).
(3) If the perpetration of the most recent offense within the five-year period described in paragraph
(1) proximately causes serious bodily injury, as defined in paragraph (4) of subdivision (f) of Section
243 of the Penal Code, to a person other than the driver, a person convicted of that second violation
shall be imprisoned in the state prison, or in a county jail for not less than 30 days nor more than
one year, and by a fine of not less than five hundred dollars ($500) nor more than one thousand
dollars ($1,000).

These laws are effective tools when individuals are actually directly involved in illegal 
racing but are not as effective with spectators.  Officers also responded that they rely on 
vehicle equipment violations including tinting, lighting and smog control alterations to 
discourage participation in Illegal Street racing activities. 
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(3) Enforcement Education

The California Highway Patrol offers a one-day class in policing Illegal Street Racing 
and Sideshows.  The class focuses on current illegal street racing activities and identifies 
trends and how to successfully enforce existing California laws.  The class identifies which 
laws can be effectively used on illegal street racing activities.  The class is free to attend 
and is offered throughout the year. 

(4) Overtime Enforcement Missions

The Santa Clara Police Department has limited capacity to conduct illegal street racing 
missions due to staffing and other department obligations.  One approach to increasing 
illegal street racing enforcement is the use of overtime missions that are targeted where 
there is a higher incidence of illegal street racing.  Using CAD data and interviews as 
detailed earlier illegal street racing occurs more frequently during specific time periods 
and at specific areas which makes targeted enforcement more likely to be successful. 

One issue with this solution is the competing demands for other overtime missions and 
the limited availability of officers to work more overtime.  Officers and sergeants are 
already assigned to other overtime duties in support of Santa Clara University, Levi’s 
Stadium and other assignments. 

Another issue with this solution is the cost.  In order to staff a mission, the department 
would need to have at least 2 officers working on overtime for the peak hours of potential 
illegal street racing which is approximately 6pm to Midnight Friday through Sunday.  The 
cost would be approximately $4,350 per week or $226,200 per year as shown in the 
following tables: 

Weekly Cost 

Officers Needed 

Hours Needed per 
Week (Six Hours Per 

Day X 2 Officers) Overtime Pay Rate Weekly Cost 
2 36 $120.84 $4,350 

Yearly Cost 

Weekly Cost 
Approximate number 

of Weekends Yearly Cost 
$4,350 52 $226,200 

A drawback to this solution is though there is a pattern of when and where illegal street 
racing is most likely to occur, there is no guarantee that officers assigned to the mission 
will find illegal street racing every night nor every weekend even when assigned to 
specifically look for and respond to illegal street racing activity. 
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3. Engineering 
 
As previously mentioned, the physical environment has a significant impact on where 
illegal street racing and sideshows are likely to occur.  There are several roadway 
changes that can be made to reduce the likelihood of illegal street racing occurring; 
however, most physical changes to the roadway have significant liabilities or other 
negative impacts.  Some potential engineering solutions are listed below: 
 
• Speed humps and raised platforms treatments are only appropriate for locations 

where the speed is 30 mph or less. 
 
• Gateway infrastructure treatments indicating a new speed regime e.g. when 

entering a built-up area, residential areas or school zones from a higher speed or 
access road. 

 
• Roundabouts slow traffic at intersections, positively change the potential impact 

angle, provide better visibility and provide clarity about traffic flow and the right-of-
way. 

 
• Pavement narrowing and optical treatments present a feeling or even illusion that 

the driver is going too fast. 
 
NATCO, the National Association of City Transportation Officials, suggests the following 
speed reduction mechanisms: 
 
• Medians create a pinch point for traffic in the center of the roadway and can reduce 

pedestrian crossing distances.  
 
• Chokers or pinch points restrict motorists from operating at high speeds on local 

streets and significantly expand the sidewalk realm for pedestrians. 
 
• Chicanes slow drivers by alternating parking or curb extensions along the corridor 
 
• Lane Shifts – A lane shift horizontally deflects a vehicle and may be designed with 

striping, curb extensions, or parking. 
 
• Speed Humps – Speed humps vertically deflect vehicles and may be combined 

with a midblock crosswalk. 
 
• Signal Progression – Signals timed to a street’s target speed can create lower 

speeds along a corridor.  
 
The above listed engineered speed reduction strategies, though proven effective through 
studies, would not be appropriate where illegal street racing is concentrated.  The areas 
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of concentration either already have divided medians, lack signals or are main roadways 
with higher speed limits.  
 
4. Technology 
 
Though there is no technology specifically designed to reduce or mitigate Illegal Street 
Racing or Sideshows, there is technology used to reduce speeding and crime.    
 
(1) Speed Enforcement Cameras 
 
Speed Enforcement Cameras are growing in use because they are an effective deterrent 
to speeding.  There have been a few studies that have showed their effectiveness.  
Recently Cedar Rapids, IA has stated the use of Speed Enforcement Cameras have 
reduced accidents by 62%.  As mentioned above The CDC has compiled research that 
indicates speed enforcement cameras are effective.  This solution is not currently viable 
in California due to current laws. 
 
(2) Speed Activated Warning Signs 
 
Many cities utilize speed activated signs that show the posted speed and the driver’s 
actual speed.  Various studies have shown this to be effective at reducing overall speed 
and limiting crashes.  There are no specific studies found that have measured the 
effectiveness of speed activated warning signs to reduce illegal street racing, however 
overall studies indicate there is net benefit in the reduction of speed and crashes.  Some 
speed activated warning signs are also equipped with cameras that can record the date, 
time, location of the excessive speed and take a digital photo of the registration plate and 
vehicle.  This data could be used to initiate an illegal street racing investigation or used 
for later prosecution if desired. 
 
Speed Activated Warning Signs range in price between $2,000 and $5,000 depending on 
features.  Installation and electrical hookup would be an additional cost, though many 
public works departments have the resources to assist with installation which would 
reduce costs.  There is an additional annual subscription fee of $1,000 for use of the web 
accessed database, if desired. 
 
(3) Traffic Cameras 
 
The City of Santa Clara utilizes traffic cameras in numerous locations primarily in the 
northern part of the city.  The locations of existing cameras are:  
 
• Bowers Avenue @ Highway 101 southbound ramp 
• Great America Parkway at Highway 101 northbound ramp  
• Great America Parkway @ Mission College Boulevard  
• Mission College Boulevard @ Mission College Circle  
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• Great America Parkway @ Patrick Henry  
• Great America Parkway @ Old Glory Lane  
• Great America Parkway @ Tasman Drive  
• Great America Parkway @ Old Mountain View/Alviso Road  
• Great America Way @ Great America Parkway  
• Tasman Drive @ Convention Center Drive  
• Tasman Drive @ Old Ironsides Road  
• Tasman Drive @ Calle Del Sol 
• Tasman Drive @ Lick Mill Boulevard  
• Great America Parkway @ Bunker Hill  
• Mission College Boulevard @ Agnew Road  
• Mission College Boulevard @ Marriott 
 

Santa Clara Traffic Camera Locations 
 

 
 
 
As can be seen above, the cameras are located north of Hwy 101.  The cameras are not 
located near the areas where there is a higher incidence of illegal street racing.  There is 
no evidence that traffic cameras reduce speeding or illegal street racing, but the evidence 
captured on the cameras can provide leads for follow up investigations. 
 
Traffic cameras vary greatly in cost, but High Definition Cameras with Infrared Technology 
are approximately $2,000 per camera. Each camera can successfully monitor two travel 
lanes.  Though traffic cameras are useful for monitoring traffic flow and recovering video 
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after the fact, the lack of plate capture data makes them less useful when compared to 
ALPR (discussed below) because ALPR can capture the event/license plate and send 
alerts. 
 
(4) Traffic Light Timing 
 
Many cities program traffic lights to reduce congestion.  Changing the timing of traffic 
lights so that they are not all green at the same time or sequencing them so drivers will 
get a red light at some point can reduce overall traffic speeds for those who obey traffic 
lights. 
 
This option could work in some areas but would not be effective in the areas identified by 
CAD data and interviews as most impacted by illegal street racing as there are no existing 
traffic lights. Additional traffic lights are not needed because there is no cross traffic where 
a traffic signal would be of use.  Additionally, traffic lights increase rear collisions. 
 
(5) Automatic License Plate Readers (ALPR) 
 
Many cities use ALPR to locate suspect/stolen vehicles and to conduct investigations on 
crimes that have occurred.  ALPR units record date, time and location of vehicles as well 
as capture an image of the plate and vehicle.  Some offer speed enforcement options as 
well.  Though ALPR would not likely reduce illegal street racing directly as it is occurring 
(No research has been conducted on this topic), it could be of substantial benefit in 
following up on illegal street racing cases.  ALPR has programable alerts so that “hits” on 
the system for certain types of activities can be emailed in real time as they occur.  Emails 
could go to smart phones, dispatch or other devices which could be used to dispatch 
officers to the location(s) to investigate potential illegal street racing activity. Santa Clara 
already uses ALPR technology with an existing vendor (Pips Technology) so integration 
of additional ALPR locations would be less complicated. 
 
To be of benefit for Illegal street racing investigations or potential real time alerts, 
additional fixed post locations would be needed.  The systems cost approximately 
$30,000 to $45,000 per intersection on existing traffic signal arms plus installation 
depending on the number of travel lanes to be monitored.  To install additional traffic 
signals at a four-way intersection costs approximately $300,000 so this option is much 
more expensive than adding ALPR to existing traffic signal locations.  Adding a pole with 
arm that is not a traffic signal would cost approximately $20,000 per pole (adding required 
electricity not included and varies greatly by pole location). 
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  5.   Recommended Solutions 
 
 
Through our research and interviews, the project team has learned that there is no one 
effective way to reduce illegal street racing and sideshows.  Any solution must involve a 
variety of treatments.  The following are recommendations based on research and 
interviews:  
 
1. Legislative 
 
The City should adopt a City Ordinance based on ordinances that have been adopted in 
other jurisdictions to address illegal street racing and sideshows.  An ordinance would 
give officers an additional tool to address “all” participants in illegal street racing and 
sideshows. A proposed draft ordinance is included on Attachment A. This ordinance is 
based on the San Jose Illegal Street Racing Ordinance. 
 
Recommendation: 
 

#1. Enact an ordinance to address Illegal Street Racing and Sideshows. 
 
Projected cost: Staff Time, no additional expenditures. 
 
The City should lobby with the State to change existing law to allow for the use of speed 
enforcement cameras which have been proven effective at reducing speeding and 
accidents.  Based on the results from previous studies, they would most likely be effective 
at reducing Illegal Street racing, whether it is organized or spontaneous.  This should be 
viewed as a long-term solution. 
 
Recommendation: 
 

#2. Develop a strategy to enable speed camera enforcement at the State 
Assembly. 

 
Projected Cost: Staff time working with other municipalities, League of California 
Cities or other organizations. 
 
2. Enforcement 
 
Based on CAD data and interviews, there is ample evidence that organized Illegal Street 
racing and Sideshows are occurring in the area of Lafayette St and Calle Del Mundo. 
There is a pattern to the organized street racing and sideshows which would allow the 
police department to address the issue through extra patrol.  Based on current 
department staffing of the affected zones, routine patrol could also be used; but they 
would not be able to concentrate their efforts as needed to address the issue in a 
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sustainable way.  In some cases, pre-event intelligence can be developed so that an 
occasional mission could be organized.  Additionally, through CAD data and interviews it 
was determined that organized illegal street racing occurs only a couple of times a month 
within Santa Clara. 
 
Some jurisdictions conduct follow-up on known illegal street racers when they have 
evidence that could be used for court proceedings.  By conducting after the fact 
investigations, the police department could discourage further street racing.  Illegal street 
racers commonly use social media to communicate and any enforcement action, 
especially after the fact would likely circulate on social media.  If Santa Clara is commonly 
known as a jurisdiction where after the fact investigations are conducted it may dissuade 
additional illegal street racing in the area. 
 
The California Highway Patrol offers an 8-hour class on addressing illegal street racing 
and sideshows.  The class is free and covers current strategies and laws that can be used 
to address illegal street racing and sideshows.  
 
Recommendations: 
 

#3. Use overtime to address Illegal Street racing on weekend 
afternoons/evenings when pre-event intelligence would suggest it 
would be beneficial.  Based on current information this would be 
approximately two weekends a month about 8 months a year (Based 
on interviews less organized illegal street racing occurs during winter 
months). 

 
Projected Cost: $69,600 
 
Assign street racing cases to the traffic unit for follow up investigations where 
possible. 
 

#4. Projected Cost: Staff time, no additional expenditures. 
 

#5. Train officers (in a CHP class) on Illegal Street Racing enforcement. 
 
Projected Cost: Staff time, no additional expenditures. 
 
3. Public Education 
 
In the course of interviews and after reviewing comments from the online community 
survey, it was apparent that many people did not think illegal street racing or sideshows 
were an issue.  This was a surprising finding based on news coverage of several fatalities 
related to illegal street racing.  Educating the public and notifying drivers of the 
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consequences, may be effective at reducing illegal street racing.  Public education along 
with other solutions has been successful at reducing smoking. 
 
Recommendation: 
 

#6. Draw attention to the dangers of Illegal Street racing by using social 
media PSAs. 

 
Projected Cost: Staff time on existing social media communication platforms, no 
additional expenditures. 
 

#7. Add street signs to areas where illegal street racing is occurring that 
notify drivers that is illegal, is actively enforced and outlines potential 
penalties for illegal street racing. Signs should be placed at the 
following four locations: 1-On Lafayette north of Calle De Mundo for 
northbound travel, 2- On Lafayette south of Great American Way for 
southbound bound travel, 3- On El Camino Real near Halton St for 
eastbound travel and 4- El Camino Real near Halton St for westbound 
travel.  

 
Projected Cost: Approximately $2,800 (Based on the need for a total of 4 street 
signs) 
 
4. Technology 
 
There are two technology solutions that would be of current benefit in addressing illegal 
street racing: Speed warning signs that are camera and speed measuring equipped and 
additional fixed post ALPR.  The ideal location for these solutions is on Lafayette, north 
of the golf course pedestrian bridge that crosses Lafayette Street.  This location is the 
approximate mid-point for where illegal street racers currently race. Employing both 
solutions would give the best anticipated results. 
 
The ALPR option is great as it could be tied into an existing system with a current vendor; 
however, the ideal location for this solution does not have a current traffic light arm that 
the system could be attached to; so the costs for this solution is increased. 
 
The Speed Activated Warning Signs are an independent system that does not tie into the 
current ALPR system but does require a subscription service fee for information retrieval 
if desired. 
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Recommendations:  
 

#8. Add two additional fixed post ALPR systems with speed measuring on 
Lafayette north of the golf course pedestrian bridge that crosses 
Lafayette Street.  One system for northbound travel and one for 
southbound travel. 

 
Projected Costs: $70,000 to install required poles and ALPR systems to monitor 
both travel directions- four lanes (Electrical hookup is required as well and not 
included in cost estimate). 
 

#9. Add two speed activated warning signs in conduction with the 
proposed ALPR systems on Lafayette Street.  One system for 
northbound travel and one for southbound travel. 

 
Projected Costs: $7,000 to install required poles and signs  
 
5. Additional Solution Information 
 
The area of Lafayette and Calle Del Mundo is slated for redevelopment as a mixed use 
residential and commercial project.  If/when this project is completed it, will change the 
physical environment of the area and make it less desirable for organized illegal street 
racing. The development will bring in residential development that will be next to Lafayette 
Street which means additional witnesses which will make the area less attractive to illegal 
street racing.  This change in physical environment may dissuade illegal street racing 
form the area without other intervention. 
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   Attachment – Proposed City Ordinance (Based on San 
Jose Ordinance 10.50.010) 

 
 

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA ADDING A NEW CHAPTER 
XX TO TITLE XX OF THE SANTA CLARA MUNICIPAL CODE TO PROHIBIT 
SPECTATORS AT STREET RACES AND RECKLESS DRIVING EXHIBITIONS 

 
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Santa Clara is the decision-making body for 
this Ordinance; and 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SANTA 
CLARA: 
 
A new Chapter XX is added to Title XX of the Santa Clara Municipal Code, to be 
numbered, entitled, and to read as follows: 
 

Chapter XX 
SPECTATORS PROHIBITED AT STREET RACES AND 

RECKLESS DRIVING EXHIBITIONS 
 
 
XX Definitions 
 
The definitions in this Section apply to the following terms as used in this Chapter: 
 
A. “Street Race” means any motor vehicle speed contest or motor vehicle exhibition of 
speed referred to in subdivisions (a) and (c) of California Vehicle Code Section 23109, 
as may be amended. 
 
B. “Reckless Driving Exhibition” shall mean any exhibition of reckless driving referred to 
in California Vehicle Code Section 23103, as may be amended. 
 
C. “Offstreet Parking Facility” is defined in subdivision (c) of California Vehicle Code 
Section 12500, as may be amended. 
 
D. “Spectator” shall mean any person who is present at a Street Race or Reckless 
Driving Exhibition, or the site of the Preparations for either of these activities, for the 
purpose of viewing, observing, watching, or witnessing the event as it progresses. A 
“Spectator” includes any person at the location of the event without regard to the means 
by which the person arrived. 
 
E. A person is “present” at the Street Race or Reckless Driving Exhibition if that person 
is within two hundred (200) feet of the location of the Street Race or Reckless Driving 
Exhibition, or within two hundred (200) feet of the site of the Preparations for either of 
these activities. 
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F. “Preparations” for any Street Race or Reckless Driving Exhibition include, but are not 
limited to, any of the following acts done for the purpose of a Street Race or Reckless 
Driving Exhibition: 
 

1. One (1) or more motor vehicles and persons have arrived at a predetermined 
location on a public street or highway or in an Offstreet Parking Facility; 
 
2. One (1) or more persons have gathered on, or adjacent to, a public street or 
highway; 
 
3. One (1) or more persons have gathered in an Offstreet Parking Facility; 
 
4. One (1) or more persons have impeded the free public use of a public street, 
highway, or Offstreet Parking Facility by acts, words or physical barriers; 
 
5. One (1) or more motor vehicles have lined up on a public street, highway, or 
Offstreet Parking Facility with motors running; 
 
6. One (1) or more drivers is revving a motor vehicle’s engine or causing the 
motor vehicle’s tires to spin; or 
 
7. A person is standing or sitting in a location to act as a race starter. 

 
XX Spectators Prohibited at Street Races and Reckless Driving Exhibitions 
 
A. It shall be unlawful for any person to: 
 

1. Be knowingly present as a Spectator at a Street Race conducted on a public 
street or highway; or  
 
2. Be knowingly present as a Spectator at a Reckless Driving Exhibition conducted 
on a public street or highway or in an Offstreet Parking Facility.  

 
B. It shall be unlawful for any person to:  
 

1. Be knowingly present as a Spectator where Preparations are being made for a 
Street Race conducted on a public street or highway; or  

 
2. Be knowingly present as a Spectator where Preparations are being made for a 
Reckless Driving Exhibition conducted on a public street or highway or in an 
Offstreet Parking Facility.  

 
C. Nothing in this Section prohibits peace officers or their agents who are acting in the 
course of their official duties from being Spectators at a Street Race or Reckless Driving 
Exhibition or Spectators at the location of Preparations for either of these activities. 
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XX Relevant Circumstances to Prove a Violation  
 
A. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, to prove a violation of this Chapter, 
admissible evidence may include, but is not limited to, any of the following:  
 

1. That the person charged has previously participated in or been a Spectator at a 
Street Race or Reckless Driving Exhibition;  
 
2. That the person charged has previously aided and abetted Street Racing;  
 
3. That the person charged has previously attended a Street Race or Reckless 
Driving Exhibition; or  
 
4. That the person charged was previously present at a location where 
Preparations were being made for a Street Race or Reckless Driving Exhibition, 
or where a Street Race or Reckless Driving Exhibition was in progress. 
 
5. Evidence of these prior acts may be admissible, to the fullest extent 
permissible by law, to show the opportunity, intent, plan, knowledge, identity, or 
the absence of a mistake or accident, or propensity of the defendant to be 
present at or attend a Street Race or a Reckless Driving Exhibition if the prior act 
or acts occurred within three (3) years of the presently charged offense. These 
prior acts may always be admissible to show knowledge on the part of the 
defendant that a Street Race or a Reckless Driving Exhibition was taking place. 
 

B. In addition to the circumstances set out in subsection A. above, and notwithstanding 
any other provision of law, to prove a violation of this Chapter, admissible evidence may 
also include, but is not limited to, any of the following: 
 

1. The time of day; 
 
2. The nature and description of the Scene, including the number and 
configuration of traffic lanes; 
 
3. The number of people at the Scene; 
 
4. The location of the person charged in relation to any person or group of 
persons present at the Scene; 
 
5. The number and descriptions of motor vehicles at the Scene; 
 
6. That the motor vehicles at the Scene have been modified or altered to 
increase power, handling, or visual appeal; 
 
7. That the person charged drove or was transported to the Scene. 
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C. For purposes of subsection B. above, “Scene” refers to the location of the Street 
Race or Reckless Driving Exhibition or the location of the Preparations for the Street 
Race or Reckless Driving Exhibition. 
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ORDINANCE NO. _____ 

 

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA, 

CALIFORNIA, ADDING A NEW CHAPTER 10.06 

(“SPECTATORS PROHIBITED AT ILLEGAL SPEED 

CONTESTS AND RECKLESS DRIVING EXHIBITIONS” TO 

TITLE 10 (“VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC”) OF “THE CODE OF 

THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA” 
 

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA AS FOLLOWS: 

WHEREAS, pursuant to California Vehicle Code section 23109, motor vehicle speed 

contests (more commonly referred to as street racing or drag racing) conducted on 

public streets and highways are illegal; 

WHEREAS, pursuant to California Vehicle Code section 23103, operating a motor vehicle 

with willful or wanton disregard for the safety of persons or property (such as at events 

commonly referred to as “sideshows”) constitutes illegal reckless driving; 

WHEREAS, such street racing and reckless driving threatens the health and safety of the 

public, interferes with pedestrian and vehicular traffic, creates a public nuisance, and 

interferes with the right of private business owners to enjoy the use of their property within 

the City; 

WHEREAS, streets and areas within the City of Santa Clara have been the site of 

continuing illegal speed contests and reckless driving exhibitions; 

WHEREAS, racers and spectators tend to gather on these streets, blocking the streets and 

sidewalks to traffic, forming a racetrack area, video recording the activity for publication 

whether on social media or otherwise, and in other ways encouraging, advertising, aiding 

and abetting the racing process; 

WHEREAS, the mere presence of spectators at these events fuels the illegal street racing 

and reckless driving activities and creates an environment in which these illegal activities 
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can flourish; 

WHEREAS, this Ordinance is focused on a clear and limited population of people, and 

provides proper notice as to what activities are unlawful; 

WHEREAS, it is the City Council’s purpose and intent in adopting this Ordinance to 

discourage the act of organizing and participating in illegal speed contests and reckless 

driving exhibitions, by discouraging attendance and spectating at such events; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council finds it necessary in the exercise of its powers to protect the 

health, safety and welfare of the residents of the City, to prohibit spectating at illegal speed 

contests and reckless driving exhibitions, as described below. 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA AS 

FOLLOWS: 

SECTION 1: That a new Chapter 10.06 (“Spectators Prohibited at Illegal Speed Contests 

and Reckless Driving Exhibitions”) is added to Title 10 (“Vehicles and Traffic”) of “The 

Code of the City of Santa Clara, California” to read as follows: 

“Chapter 10.06 

 

SPECTATORS PROHIBITED AT ILLEGAL SPEED CONTESTS  

AND RECKLESS DRIVING EXHIBIIONS 
 

Sections: 
10.06.010 Definitions. 
10.06.020 Spectators Prohibited at Speed Contests and Reckless Driving Exhibitions. 
10.06.030 Relevant Circumstances to Prove a Violation. 
10.06.040  Enforcement.  

 

10.06.010 Definitions.  

The definitions in this Section apply to the following terms as used in this 
Chapter: 
 

(a) “Offstreet Parking Facility” shall have the same definition as in subdivision (c) 
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of California Vehicle Code Section 12500, as may be amended or renumbered. 

(b) “Preparations” for any Speed Contest or Reckless Driving Exhibition include, 

but are not limited to, any of the following acts done for the purpose of organizing, 

conducting, participating in, or acting as a Spectator at, a Speed Contest or Reckless 

Driving Exhibition: 

(1) Two (2) or more motor vehicles and persons have arrived at a 

predetermined location on a public street or highway or in an Offstreet Parking Facility;  

(2) Two (2) or more persons have gathered on, or adjacent to, a public 

street or highway, or in an Offstreet Parking Facility; 

(3) Two (2) or more persons have impeded the free public use of a public 

street, highway, or Offstreet Parking Facility by acts, words or physical barriers, in 

furtherance of the event; 

(4) Two (2) or more motor vehicles have lined up on a public street, 

highway, or Offstreet Parking Facility with motors running; 

(5) One (1) or more drivers is revving a motor vehicle’s engine or causing 

the motor vehicle’s tires to spin (e.g. sideshow activity and/or speed contest); or 

(6) A person is present to act as a race starter. 

(c) “Reckless Driving Exhibition” shall mean any exhibition of reckless driving 

referred to in California Vehicle Code Section 23103, as may be amended or renumbered. 

(d) “Spectator” shall mean any person who is present at a Speed Contest or 

Reckless Driving Exhibition, or at the site of the Preparations for either of these activities, 

knowingly and deliberately for the purpose of viewing, observing, watching, or witnessing 

the event as it progresses. A “Spectator” includes any person at the location of the event 
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without regard to the means by which the person arrived.  A person is “present” at the 

Speed Contest or Reckless Driving Exhibition if that person is within two hundred (200) feet 

of the location of the Speed Contest or Reckless Driving Exhibition, or within two hundred 

(200) feet of the site of the Preparations for either of these activities. 

(e) “Speed Contest” means any motor vehicle speed contest or motor vehicle 

exhibition of speed referred to in California Vehicle Code Section 23109, as may be 

amended or renumbered. 

10.06.020 Spectators Prohibited at Speed Contests and Reckless Driving 

Exhibitions. 

 (a) It shall be unlawful for any person to: 

(1) Be knowingly present as a Spectator at a Speed Contest conducted 

on a public street or highway; or 

(2) Be knowingly present as a Spectator at a Reckless Driving Exhibition 

conducted on a public street or highway or in an Offstreet Parking Facility; or 

(3) Be knowingly present as a Spectator where Preparations are being 

made for a Speed Contest conducted on a public street or highway; or 

(4) Be knowingly present as a Spectator where Preparations are being 

made for a Reckless Driving Exhibition conducted on a public street or highway or in 

an Offstreet Parking Facility. 

(b) Nothing in this Section prohibits peace officers or their agents who are acting 

in the course of their official duties from being Spectators at a Speed Contest or Reckless 

Driving Exhibition or Spectators at the location of Preparations for either of these activities.  

10.06.030 Relevant Circumstances to Prove a Violation. 
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of law, to prove a violation of this Chapter, 

admissible evidence may include, but is not limited to, any of the following: 

 (a) The nature of and circumstances surrounding the incident, and the nature of 

a subject individual’s participation in or spectating at an incident, including such factors as 

the time of day, description of the scene, number of people and/or vehicles present, 

location of the individual charged relative to the involved vehicles, and actions taken by the 

individual charged (including photography or videography, reporting to authorities, etc.); or  

(b) That the person charged has previously participated in, or been a Spectator 

at, a Speed Contest or Reckless Driving Exhibition; or 

(c) That the person charged has previously aided and abetted a Speed Contest 

or Reckless Driving Exhibition; or 

(d) That the person charged was previously present at a location where 

Preparations were being made for a Speed Contest or Reckless Driving Exhibition; or 

(e) Evidence of these prior acts may be admissible, to the fullest extent 

permissible by law, to show the opportunity, intent, plan, knowledge, identity, or the 

absence of a mistake or accident, or propensity of the defendant to be present as a 

Spectator at a Speed Contest  or a Reckless Driving Exhibition if the prior act or acts 

occurred within three (3) years of the presently charged offense. These prior acts may 

always be admissible to show knowledge on the part of the defendant that a Speed 

Contest or a Reckless Driving Exhibition was taking place at the time of the presently 

charged offense.  Prior acts are not limited to those that occurred within the City of Santa 

Clara. 

10.06.040 Enforcement. 
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  (a) Pursuant to SCCC 1.05.070, the City, in the exercise of its 

prosecutorial discretion, may enforce violation(s) of the provisions of this Chapter as a 

criminal, civil, and/or administrative action. 

  (b) If the violation is prosecuted as an administrative citation pursuant to 

SCCC Chapter 1.10, the penalties for a violation of this chapter shall be as follows: 

   (1) Penalty for the first violation shall be $500. 

   (2) Penalty for the second and each subsequent violation within a 

3-year period shall be $1,000. 

SECTION 2: Ordinances Repealed. With exception of the provisions protected by the 

savings clause, all ordinances (or parts of ordinances) in conflict with or inconsistent with 

this ordinance are hereby repealed. 

SECTION 3: Savings clause. The changes provided for in this ordinance shall not affect 

any offense or act committed or done or any penalty or forfeiture incurred or any right 

established or accruing before the effective date of this ordinance; nor shall it affect any 

prosecution, suit or proceeding pending or any judgment rendered prior to the effective 

date of this ordinance. All fee schedules shall remain in force until superseded by the fee 

schedules adopted by the City Council. 

SECTION 4: Effective date. This ordinance shall take effect thirty (30) days after its final 

adoption; however, prior to its final adoption it shall be published in accordance with the 

requirements of Section 808 and 812 of “The Charter of the City of Santa Clara, California.” 

PASSED FOR THE PURPOSE OF PUBLICATION this _____ day of ________________, 

2020, by the following vote: 

AYES:   COUNCILORS: 
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NOES:  COUNCILORS: 

ABSENT:  COUNCILORS: 

ABSTAINED:  COUNCILORS: 

 ATTEST: ___________________________ 
 NORA PIMENTEL, MMC 
 ASSISTANT CITY CLERK 
 CITY OF SANTA CLARA 
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Background

• April g, 2019 — Council directed City Manager to return

to Council with information and analysis on the

resources to curtail street racing and illegal sideshow

activity

• Apri125, 2019 —City Manager's office initiated SOQ

process

• June 2~, 2019 —City entered into an agreement with

Matrix Consulting Group to conduct study

3

Purpose of Study

• To better understand illegal street racing and sideshow

activity specific to Santa Clara;

• To identify current laws as it relates to this activity;

• To review how other cities in the Bay Area are
addressing similar issues in their communities; and

• To identify short-term and long-term strategies to
discourage this illegal activity in Santa Clara.
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Matrix Consulting Group
John Scruggs, Manager
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Findings and Recommendations in the
Illegal Street Racing Study

Santa Clara, California

matrix
consulting group
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Study Objectives

Comprehensive study focusing on illegal street racing including:

~ Assessment of Current and recent Street Racing and Sideshow Activity in
Santa Clara.

~ A review of CAD and Arrest data relating to Street Racing with input from
the Police Department and development of a "hot spot" mapping to develop
complete understanding of areas impacted.

~ Conduct community information gathering and contact stakeholders.

-~ Identify possible solutions that have worked in the past or are currently used
both regionally and nationally.

-~ Preparation of comprehensive report out lining the existing problems,
available solutions and a detailed steps to enact a new ordinance if
necessary. 

ma~ r,~X
consulting group
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Methodological Overview

Extensive input from departmental personnel through face-to-face
interviews.

Review of Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) records.

<- An online community survey.

I n person interviews with area businesses.

Review of adopted local ordinances used to address illegal street
racing.

~~ Collaboration with City and the Department's staff to review findings,
assumptions and analysis.

matrix
consulting group
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Major Findings

<; There are two types of Illegal street racing and "side shows" occurring

in Santa Clara —Organized (planned) and spontaneous.

ti Spontaneous or unplanned Illegal Street Racing and Sideshow activity
is occurring at a higher frequency than organized Illegal Street Racing.

c Organized Illegal Street Racing and Sideshow activity is mostly
concentrated in the area of Lafayette Street and Calle De Luna.

Noise is the most common complaint.

-:> Most respondents to the online survey do not call the police because
they believe it will be ineffective.

< Most respondents support increased enforcement followed by the use
f technology.

matrix
consulting group

Major Findings (Continued)

Though illegal street racing occurs in most parts of the city, there are

areas where there is a higher concentration of activity.

~.> There is little research on how to effectively reduce illegal street

racing.

The physical environment can have an impact on illegal street racing.

~: Most law enforcement agencies are reactive to illegal street racing.

matrix
consulting group
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Calls for Service Data (January 1 to June 30, zo,9>

Hour Sun I~7on Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Total

1lam _~ 1 1 I_~ 1 ~ 6

lam _~~~~~_ 0

tam _~~~~~_ 0

Sam ~_~__~' T~ 1

4am ~~~_~~~ 0

Sam ~ 1..~~_~~ 1

Gam ~~~~~~~ 0

yam
~___~_~

o

aam ~~~__~_ o

sam ~~_~~~ 7 i

loam ~~~__~~ o
na~n t~~__~~ i

1Ppm 1 i.~_~_~~ 3

tpm 1 ~~~~~~ 7

ZPm ~ ~~~~~~,.. 5

3Pm ~~~~:. ~ _ ~~'~_ . 4
4Pm ~_~~~_ 6

Spm ~~_~__ 
. .

4

6pm i~~ __ ~__~~ ~

~Pm ~~ 1_ _~' S

9Pm ~1 ~~ ~___ ' fi
lopm 2 1 XiT~__ 9 ■

11pm

r

L ..~r~ ~ ~ ~_~

/''~

8 ~~./l~~l~
Total 21 6 5 11 fi 12 12 73

consulting group
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Street Racing H ots pots (January 1 to June 30, 2019)

Street Racing Hotspots
January -June 2019

concentration

less mor< matrix
consulting group
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Online Community Survey

4~ In the last 12 months, have you personally witnessed an illegal street

race in Santa Clara? Yes — 27.5%

~:~ Was the activity reported to the Police Department? Yes — 18.1

<; If you witnessed any of the above activities, which best describes the

type of location where it occurred?
-~ Residential Neighborhood Area: 73.6%

~ Business or Manufacturing Area: 26.4%

,~ Best way to reduce illegal street racing:

~ Increased Enforcement: 65.7%

-~ Use of technology (Photo Radar, etc.): 45.2%

~ Physical changes to the Roadway: 28%

~ Additional City Ordinances: 13.8°/a matrix
consulting group
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Business Outreach

,; Are you aware illegal street racing is occurring the area?

~ Yes — 82.1

-~ No-17.9%

Is your business impacted?

~ Yes — 17.9%

~ No-82.1%

~~~ If impacted, what is the impact?

-~ Noise — 62.5%

~ Blocking Traffic — 25%

~ Trash —12.5% matrix
consulting group
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Researched Potential Solutions

Many different approaches have been taken, but the effectiveness of
many approaches has not been proven.

The most common solution used is a specific ordinances to enhance
police enforcement of spectators and participants.

:> Potential solutions fell into 4 general categories:

-~ Legislative

~ Enforcement

~ Engineering

~ Technology

matrix
consulting group
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Legislative Solutions

~I . Enact an ordinance to address Illegal Street Racing and Sideshows.

2.. Develop a strategy to enable speed camera enforcement at the State

Assembly.

matrix
consulting group
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Enforcement Solutions

3. Use overtime to address Illegal Street racing on weekend afternoons

and evenings when pre-event intelligence would suggest it would be

beneficial. Based on current information this would be approximately

two weekends a month about 8 months a year.

~t, Assign street racing cases to the traffic unit for follow up
investigations where possible.

5. Train officers (in a CHP class) on Illegal Street Racing enforcement.

matrix
consulting group
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Public Education Solutions

G. Draw attention to the dangers of Illegal Street racing by using social

media.

7. Add street signs to areas where illegal street racing is occurring that

notify drivers that is illegal, is actively enforced and outlines potential

penalties for illegal street racing. Signs should be placed at the
following four locations:

~ Lafayette north of Calle De Mundo for northbound travel

~ On Lafayette south of Great American Way for southbound bound travel

~ EI Camino Real near Halton St for eastbound travel

-~ EI Camino Real near Halton St for westbound travel

matrix
consulting group
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Technology Solutions

8. Add two additional fixed post ALPR systems with speed measuring

on Lafayette north of the golf course pedestrian bridge that crosses

Lafayette Street. One system for northbound travel and one for

southbound travel.

Add two speed activated warning signs in conduction with the

proposed ALPR systems on Lafayette Street. One system for

northbound travel and one for southbound travel.

matrix
consulting group
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Additional Solutions

:~> The area of Lafayette and Calle Del Mundo is slated for

redevelopment as a mixed use residential and commercial project. If

or when this project is completed, it will change the physical
environment of the area and make it less desirable for organized

illegal street racing.

matrix
consulting group

~~I~]
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Questions?

matrix
consulting group
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Staff Recommendations

~~
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Enact an ordinance to address
Illegal Street Racing and
Sideshows.

Support.

Included in the report is a proposed
ordinance intended to discourage
individuals from organizing,
participating in, or acting as spectators
at, illegal speed contests and reckless
driving exhibitions.

Should the Council wish to proceed
with this recommendation, staff would
finalize the proposed ordinance and
return at a future date for introduction

23

and approval of the Ordinance.
23

Develop a strategy to enable speed 'Support.

camera enforcement at the State
Assembly. Staff will work with counterparts in

other agencies and municipalities to
continue to monitor State legislation in

this area.

Staff will also work with our new
lobbyists, Townsend, to make sure that

Santa Clara's concerns are surfaced in

Sacramento and as part of the
development of State legislation.

24
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~~

Use overtime to address Illegal
Street Racing on weekend
afternoons/ evenings when pre-
eUentintelligence is obtained.

Assign street racing cases to the
traffic unit for follow up
investigations, where possible.

Support with modifications.

Staff will provide additional resources
to the extent possible.

Additional options:

1) Strategic placement of patrol
vehicles

2) Use of Police Reserves
3) Feasibility of CHP overtime

25

Support.

Staff will develop a communications
strategy, including working with our
new communications consultants to
help educate the public on the
importance of reporting activity, so
that follow-up investigations can be
assigned.

13
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Draw attention to the dangers of
illegal street activity by using
social media and other media
PSAs.

Support.

'~, Staff will work to develop strategic
ii messaging and/or educational
I, campaign regarding the dangers of
j illegal street activity which can be
'i~ delivered by existing social media
outlets and resources.

i This will be a communications effort

j that our new communications
consultants can lead for the City of

~'~~ Santa Clara. za

14



Add street signs to areas where j Defer.
illegal street racing is occurring
that notify drivers that it is illegal,
actively enforced and that outline
potential penalties for illegal street
racing.

Staff suggests that this
recommendation be deferred to allow
staff to evaluate the effectiveness of
other low/no cost strategies including
the adoption and implementation of a
new, applicable City ordinance and the
educational campaign to heighten
community awareness.

29

29

30

# 8 -Add two additional fixed post
ALPR systems with speed
measuring on Lafayette north of
the golf course pedestrian bridge
that crosses Lafayette Street. One
system for northbound iraUel and
one for southbound travel.

#g -Add two speed activated
warning signs in conjunction with
the proposed ALPR systems on
Lafayette Street. One system for
northbound traUel and one for
southbound irauel.

Defer.

Staff does not support implementation
of these recommendations at this time
due to potential additional costs.

May potentially be offset by future
development projects currently in the
City's pipeline. As noted by the
consultant.

15



In summary, staff:

1. Supports Recommendations ithrough 6 which can be
implemented with existing resources and/or have a
minimal cost impact;

2. Recommends deferral of Recommendation ~; and

3. Proposes that Recommendations 8 and 9 not be
implemented.

31

Alternatives

1. Direct staff to prepare a new ordinance amending
Santa Clara City Code, Section io ("Vehicles and
Traffic"), in consideration of consultant study
findings, and implement Recommendations 1, 2, 3~ 4,
5, and 6 as presented in this report.

2. Any other action as directed by Council.

~~~

31

32
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Staff Recommendation

Alternative 1: Direct the City Manager to prepare a new

ordinance amending Santa Clara City Code, Section to

("Vehicles and Traffic"), in consideration of consultant

study findings, and to implement Recommendations 1, 2,

3~ 4~ 5~ and 6 as presented in this report.

33
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City Council
Meeting

Item #8. Report on Illegal Street
Racing and Sideshow Activity

February 25, 2020
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Dear City Council,

was recently made aware that at the upcoming council meeting on Tuesday, 2/25 there will discussion

on street racing. I first want to thanl<you fortal<ingthis issue seriously. As a Santa Clara resident who

has had to endure this for nearly 2 years being woken up at night, I have been trying to work with SCPD

to get the issue at Halford/Lillick resolved (near Lawrence / EI Camino).

There are constant doughnuts at the Lillick/Halford intersection and in neighboring business parking

lots. The cars doing this are known as I have installed high resolution cameras to catch these people

over the last year. However, the fundamental problem to getting this issue resolved is: The SCPD sfates

there is nothing they can do with video evidence as they must catch the perpetrators in the act. If

there is one thing you can change, it would be for them to be able to act on the video evidence that

already exists. I have included 8 vehicles below (there are more). The photo evidence here does not

show the severity of what is going on please watch the videos in dropbox. At the following dropbox link

is video / photos I have been sharing with SCPD over the last 2 years with zero dangerous driving

citations, zero impounds, and only what I can describe as an escalating problem.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/x~66pi9h46b1fpm/AACMcB1FVVrBIwG4isOe-ZI<9a?d1=0

would like to recognize and thank SCPD Officer Sitler for helping to increase patrol of this intersection

addressing speeding and failure to stop at the 4-way stop intersection. Unfortunately, the increased

enforcement has not addressed the more concerning issue of doughnuts and reckless driving that

continues unabated. I am truly concerned for safety of pedestrians and other motorists in this area. On

multiple occasions, I have video showing the reckless driving occurring when there are cars and

pedestrians in the area.

The only way to get these people to stop is to act on the overwhelming evidence. They know nothing

will be done and Keep doing it. Signs, PSAs are not going to stop these people. Many of the reckless

drivers live in the surrounding neighborhood over near Peacock Court. While these drivers are reckless

they are not stupid; so if the officer must catch them in the act, that will never happen!

The consulting group said "Residents don't call the Police Department as the believe it will be

i neffective," First of all, I have called the police and I Know my neighbors have as well. The truth is IT IS

i neffective to call the police as it has resulted in zero enforcement despite overwhelming video evidence

including license plates and pictures of drivers. I stopped calling in complaints and have just been

emailing with Officer Sitler as that has worked the best. But frankly, I feel progress is painfully slow in

addressing this problem.

hope the council will tale measures that will really improve this situation for the safety of our

community.

Matt Kucic

POST MEETING MATERIAL
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For the videos in the following links the more recent videos have better footage. Older videos may have
a web.mp4 version where the others may not play well in all video software before I moved to better
camera recording. Hdcam8 videos will show you the best over-view. Hdcam4 video actually captures
audio.

The videos in dropbox are the most egregious. This in my local collection showing all the issues capture
at this intersection in the last year. I am sure there are more that I was not around to hear and pull
footage from.

, 2019-01-31-Pontiac

2019-02-01

',2019.0]-09

2019-06-03- go I d-blue-truck

2019-D6-10-problem-cars-last-yea r

. 2019-06-1Z

2019-06-14-white-truck

2019-06-19-blue dodge truck_87E89M2

2019-07-06-61ue dodge_truck 87889M2

2019-07-09-gray_bmev_7vhyZ97

. 2019-07-10-gray_6mev_7vhy297

. 2019-07-15_orange_camero

. 2019-07-16-white-chargzr

2019-07-17-evh ite-charger

2019-07-79-gray_bmtiv_7vhy~97

2019-07-22-evhite_charger

, 2019-08-02-gray_6mev_7vhy297

2019-08-18-grew 6mev_7vhy297

2019-08-18-truck

2019-08-20_minivan_ran_intersection_3uE13;7

2019-D8-21 red car ran interseciton

2019-08-2i-black-mustang-racing-off line

2019-08-~6_evh itech a rg e r_f o I I owed by_g rey_6 mw

2019-08-3D-white charyEr SLGU771

2019-D9-DS

2019-09-06 white charger_astaadd

2019-09-07-graybmw

2019-10-16-Pontiac

2019-1D-79

2019-1D-Z3-red_family_van_pealing_out

2019-10-Z8-stopsign_runner

2014-11-10-pontiac_night engine_rev

2019-12-04-truck-82617p2

2019-12-12-9raY-hmov-7vhy297

201 a-12-2~-truck

2020-01-03-car

ZOZD-Ol -14-gray-bmev-6kg~53

2020-d1-~-truck-87839m2

:,2020-OZ-03-truck-8~617p2

'. 2020-02-D3-white-ca r

2D20-02-16-black dodge-7upn641

X020-OZ-16-neighborhood-walk

hdcam4.20190726 133945 l ;jpg

hVcam10.20190330_1121413fi9_l.jpg

~" h d ca m 10.2D1910Z4_144609796_1,j p g

,~ hdcaml0,?0191106_142057142_l.jpg



Vehicle 1: Blue Chevy Plates: 82617P2 Has distinctive student driver sticker and back window decal.

Notes: This truck has been found on several occasions in the neighborhood and likely is a local resident.

The front plate says Brain (not legal), the windows including the front are heavily tinted (illegal), has

loud exhaust so you always know when it is around, and has spikes for lugnuts.

Recorded Incidents: The following are links to video/photos of Doughnuts at Halford/Lillicl<

2019-12-04-t ru cl<-82617 p2

2020-02-03-truci<-82617p2



Vehicle 2: Blue Dodge License Plate: 87889M2. Distinctive dodge logo on the side of the bed and letter
on front window.

Notes: This truck has been found on several occasions in the neighborhood (near vehicle 1) next door as
like is a local resident.

Recorded Incidents: The following are links to video/photos of Doughnuts at Halford/Lillicic

2019-06-08-~o I d-b I u e-t ru cic

2019-06-19-blue dodge truck a7IIS9M2

You really have to watch the videos in the link to see just how dangerous this is.

2020-01-22-truck-87B89m2



Vehicle3: Gray BMW License Plate: 7vhy297. Officer stated expired registration but I have tracked this

car bacl<to "3711 Peacocl<Ct, see 2019-09-07-gray_bmw_7vhy297

Notes: This person is likely a friend of the resident above. On top of doughnuts he ran the stop sign at

full speed see 7-10-19, stopped on the other side and pealed out.

Recorded Incidents: The following are links to video/photos of Doughnuts at Halford/Lillicl<

2019-07-09-gray bmw 7vhv297 2019-07-10-gray bmw 7vhv297 2019-07-19-dray bmw 7vhV297

2019-08-02-~rav bmw 7vhv297 2019-08-18-~raV bmw 7vhy297 2019-09-07-~raV bmw 7v1iy297



Vehicle 4: Gray BMW License Plate: 6jl<g253.

Notes:

Recorded Incidents: The following are links to video/photos of Doughnuts at Halford/Lillicl<

2020-01-14-~ raV- b mw-6I k~253



Vehicle 5: Black Dodge License Plate: 7upn641

Notes: This car was also in the same neighborhood as the others and almost did it again when leaving

(from Peacock ct area) but likely was too crowded.

Recorded Incidents: The following are links to video/photos of Doughnuts at Halford/Lillicl<

2020-02-16-black dodge-7upn641



Vehicle 6: White Car License Plate: No readable

Notes: This car did doughnuts parked, 2 people went to the back door of the apt across the street and
did the same when leaving. I assume they Know someone across the street.

Recorded Incidents: The following are links to video/photos of Doughnuts at Halford/Lillicl<

2020-02-03-white-ca r



Vehicle 7: Pontiac UNREGISTERED FOR MORE THAN 1.5 YEARS

Notes: This lady was the start of all of this. I had called police on her in fall of 2018 when she did this for

over 1 hour. See still is at is as of 10-16-19. I have some older files but those were before better

cameras on this intersection.

Recorded Incidents: The following are links to video/photos of Doughnuts at Halford/Lillicl<

2019-10-16-Pontiac

2019-11-10-Pontiac night engine rev

Vehicle 8: White Charger License Plate: ASTAADD

This is a resident that lives in the neighborhood and RACES full throttle ofF the intersection very often

and you can hear he does not let up to almost at the EI Camino intersection

2019-09-06 while charier asiaadd
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